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Commonwealth Edison

j lo ae igen
'

7cn. lihnois 60099
*

Telephone 708 / T4fr20B4

February 1, 1991
!

V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Hashington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:,

The enclosed Licensee Event Report number 91-001-00, Docket No.
50-304/DPR-48 from Zion Generating Station is being transmitted to you in
accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(l), which requires a 30
day written report for the completion of a plant shutdown required by the
plant's Technical Specifications.

Very truly yours,

(.h|t Sf
/__ T. P. Joyce

T " Station Manager
Zion Generating Station

TPJ/PG/dmg

Enclosure: Licensee Event Report

cc: NRC Region III Administrator
NRC Resident Inspector
INPO Record Center
CECO Distribution List 'f
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LlCEN$EE EVENT REPORT (LER).,

Foro Rev 2.0
~

015 |0 |0 |0 |3 |014 ( Pane (3)
Docket Number (2)facility Naae (1)

|1 of|0|6Zion Unit 2
fitle (4)
Inoperable Safety injection Pumps Due to low Recirculation Flow

Event Date (!) LES Asmber (o) Report Date (7) Other facilities Involved (6)
/ //j Revision Month Day Year facility Names Docket Number (s)//jf $equentialMonth Say Year Year /
j/// Number

f f
/// Number

| | III Il
0 |0 0|2 011 9|1 | | | | | | |0|0|10|1 0|4 911 9|1 --- -

THl$ REPORT !$ $UBMITTED PUR$UANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10CFR
OPERATING

I geckoneormre f the following) (11)MODE W
__ 20.402(b) _ 20.405(c) _ 50.73(a)(2)(iv) _ 73.71(b)

POWER _ 20.405(a)(1)(1) 50.36(c)(1) _ 50.73(a)(2)(v) _ 73.7)(c)
LEVEL 20.405(a)(1)(ii) _ 50.36(c)(2) _ 50.73(a)(2)(vii) Other ($pecify

(10) 9 9 % _ 20.405(a)(1)(iii) .jL $0.73(a)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(vili)(A) in Abstract
////////////////////////// 20.405(a)(1)(lv) _ 50.73(a)(2)(ll) __ 50.73(a)(2)(vill)(B) below and in
////////////////////////// 20.405(a)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(lit) 50.73(a)(2)(x) text)

LICENSEE COMIACI FOR THl$ LER (12)
~

Name TELEPHONE NUMBER

AREA CODE

Andrew E. Toy. Technical Staff Engineer ext. 2326 7|0|8 7|416|-12[0|8|4
COMPLt1E ONE LINE FOR EACH COM ONEN FAILURE DESCHIBED IN THl$ REPORT (13)

CAu$E $Y$1EM COMPONEHf MANUTAC- REPORTABLE /j CAU$E SY$1EW COMPONENT MANUFAC. REPORTABLE

TURER TO NPRD$ /. TURER TO NPRD$

K B Q P P O 2 5 Y '/

$UPPLEM MTE REPORI EXPECTED (14) Expected Month Day Year
$ubmission

* (
| YES (If yes. complete EXPECTED $UDM!$$10N DATE) Tl NO

AB$fRAIT(Eimitto1400 spaces,i.e.approximatelyfifteensingle-spacetypewrittenlines)(16)

In accordance with Technical $peelfication 4.8.2.A.1, while Unit 2 was in the Power Operations Condition
(Mode 1 - 99% Power), the monthly surveillance was performed for the Unit 2 Safety injection pumps on January
4, 1991. Testing was conducted in accordance with Periodic test 2A, entitled " Safety injection $ystem
Tests." Doth the 2A and the 2B Safety injection pumps failed to satisfy the minimum recirculation flow
required for Periodic Test 2A. The 2A and the 2B Safety injection pumps were declared inoperable and the
Limiting Condition for Operation as described in Technical Specification 3,8.2.0 was entered. Unit 2 was
brought to the Hot Shutdown Condition (Hode 3) within the required four (4) hours. Both Unit 2 Safety
injection pumps were shown to be operable within the allowed forty eight (48) hours thus terminating the
Limiting Condition for Operation.
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LICEN$EE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION Form Rsv 2.0'

fAC1LliY NAML (1) DOCALT NumtR (2) LlR NUHutR (6) 'F a p) (3)

Year /// Sequential
j///j/j
// Revision

j/jj Number
*

Number//

0 |0 0|2 0F 0|6Zion Unit 2 0 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 0 p |0 |4 9|1 0|0|1 --
~

1 EXT Energy Inoustry identification $ystem (t!!$) codes are identified in the text as (XX)

A. COND11(DNRLOL10_IENI

HDDE 1. - bar_Openthna RX Power ,_93L RCS (AB) Temperature / Pressure _i$9 'f/.2235 psig

D. DI1CRIPlLQN OF EE UI

On Friday, January 4,1991, with Unit 2 in Normal Power Operations (99% Reactor Power) Periodic
fest (PT) 2A was performed for the Safety Injection ($1) pumps in compliance with Technical
Specification (Tech Spec) 4.8.2.A.I. At 0950 hours, after the required fifteen minutes of eperation in
the recirculatten phase, the recirculation flow was measured from flow indicator 2F1-$104 for the 2A $1

. pump. The flow indicator read approximately 23 gallons per minute (gpm). At 1105 hours, after the
required fifteen minutes of operation in the recirculation phase, the recirculation flow for the 2D $1
pump was measured also fiom 2F1-$104. The flow Indicator read approximately 24 gpm fo. the 2B $1 pump.
The acceptance criteria estabitshed in PT-2A requires a minimun retirculation flow of 27 gpm. Failure
to satisfy the acceptance criteria resulted in the 2A and the 2B $1 pumps being declared inoperable at
110$ hours on 01/04/91. In this condition, Unit 2 entered the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) as
described in Tech Spec 3.8.2.0, in accordance with the associated Action Statement, the unit was
brought to the Hot shutdown Condition (Mode 3) within the required four hours. per Generating $tation
Emergency Plan (GSEP) criteria, an Unusual Event was de.lared at 1150 hours when the power reduction was
initiated and the proper notifications were made. Within the forty eight hours allowed in Tech Spec

;

' 3.8.2.D. the Unit 2 $1 pumps were returned to an operable condition and the Unusual Event was terminated
at 1115 hours on 01/0$/91.

C. AffARENLCAVILDLEntil

! The investigation determined the cause to be a restricilon in the pipe line downstream of the flow
Indicator 2FI-$104. In PT-2A, each $1 pump is tested independently. The test line-up requires each $1
pump to operate by drawing suction from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RW$T) and discharging to a
recirculation line which returns to the RWST. The recirculation lines for each $1 pump combine to form
one common line to the RWST. Between the pump discharge and the RWST, a variety of flow orifices, check
valves, manual valves, flow indicators, Motor Operated Valves (HOVs), and connecting lines exist.
Possible causes considered included partially closed valves, f aulty gauges, leaking instrument valves,
and pips H ne restrictions. Each potemtlal cause was systematically evaluated and dismissed as it was
shown to be invalid.

Initially, all manual valves anu H0Vs were locally vert fled to be in the fully open position,
therefore, the possibility of partially closed valves was dismissed. The flow indicator was evaluated
by installing an auttional calibrated differential pressure gane. When the 2A $1 pump was rerun, the
permanent flow indicator measured the identical flow of 24 gpm as did the second independent gauge, thus
dismissing concern for a fautty gauge. The possibility of a leaking valve was considered for the
equaliting valve on the manifold of flow indicator 2FI-$104 and for the manual valves in each of the

| recirculatier -ines for each pump. Af ter various valve manipulations with one pump operating, the
valves were shown not to leak and this consideration was dismissed.

|
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t!CEN$tt EVENT REPORT (ttR) itXT CONTINVA110N Form Rov 2.0'

; fAtitttV NAHL (1) D0tKil NUMBER (2) LER NUMBtk (6) page (3)

j////j/ $equentia) // RevisionYear
j/j Number

,

Number//
,

2ich Unit 2 0|5|0|0|0|3|0|4 9|1 0|0|1 0 |0 0|3 0F 0 16- -

itK1 Energy Industry identification $ystem (t!!$) codes are identified in the text as (xx)

C. AEEARulLLAV5LOLEYLt(1 (con't)

The final possible cause was a pipe line restriction and this was investigated thoroughly. To
tiegt.n the investigation, a pressure gauge was installed off of a sample point valve (2$18932) on the
common portion of the recirculation line, just upstream of the flow indicator. 2F1-$104. During normal
operation, the expected pressure reading at this gauge was calculated to be 30 psig. Using the pump
curve, an additional pressure factor of approximately 20 psig was calculated to account for the reduced
flow currently emperienced by the pumps. Thus, at this sample point, a total pressure of 50 psig or
greater during pump operation would indicate a restriction downstream of this sample point. If the
e4asured pressure was less than that value, then the possibility stt11 existed for a restriction
upstream uf the sample point. With these caleviations, one gauge wit,h a 0 to 60 psig range was ,

selected. In addition, the calibrated differential pressure gauge used earlier at 2F1-5104 was still |
installed. !

:n parallel with this effort, a review was performed to identify all connections to the $1
'

recirculation line. 'Three lines were identified: the line from the boric acid blender, the line from

- the reactor coolant drain pumps, and the line f rom the spent fuel pit demineraliser and filter. - Ths -
Operating togs were reviewed to check for recent usage of these lines, this review showed that only the
line from the boric acid blender was used recently. During the previous week, the boric acid blantier-
line was used to increase the level in the RWST. $1nce this line connects with the $1 recirculation
line, boric acid could potentially dep sit, harden, and cause a restriction to the $1 recirculation
flow. In ar> attempt to flush any potential restriction, approximately 650 gallons of warm water
(approximately 200 degrees Fahrenheit) was sent through this boric teid blender line to the RW$i.

;

With tne pressure and differentic) pressure gauges installed and the flush of the boric acid
blender line completed, the 2A $1 pump was restarted. the rectreviation flow was measured to be 24
gpm. The pressure at the sample point was greater than the 60 psig capability of the gauge and the
differential pressure gauge at 2FI-$104 indicated 18 inches of water column (!NWC). From these results,
it was concluded that the pipe restriction was downstream of the sample point and downstream of the flow
indicator 2F1-$104 (due to the measured pressure being greater.than the expected value calculated
earlier and the neg11gible dif ferenti ) pressure at the flow indicator).

With the restriction downstream of the flow indicator, the next consideration was given to the
isolation HOVs, 2H0V-$18813 and 2H0V-$18814, in the common recirculation line returning to %e RWST.
While each H0V was stroked, current traces were recorded and iompared to previous records. After review

,

by the H0V Coordinator, no discrepancies were found to indicate valve problems. !

.To continue the investigation, the pressure gauge at the sample po;nt .a' replaced with a 0 to 1500
psig gauge. -The 2A $1 pump was started again with the pressure gauge 9 v .aj 400 psig at the sample
point. After approximately thirty seconds of operation, the pressure sudoenly decreased from 400 psig
to 35 psig,'where it remained constant. The recirculation flow was verified to be 30 gpm for the 2A $1

, pump. The 2A $1 pump was then secured and the 2B $! pump was started. The pressure gauge at the sample
..

point _ Indicated.35 psig with recirculation flow of 29 gpm for the 20 $1 pump. With these results. PT-2A
.was performed with repeatable results in the historical range of 27 gpm for the 2A $1 pump and 29 gpm
for the 2B $1 pump.
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tlCEN$tt EVENT rep 0RT (LER) TEK7 CONTINUATION Form Rev 2.0'

FACtlli7 NAME (1) 90CKt1 NUHDER (2) LtR HUMBER (6) page 13) __
// Sequential /jjj Revision
j/j/j

//Year
*

// Number /// Number >

Zion Unit 2 0 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 0 |3 |0 |4 9|1 0|0|1 0 |0 0|4 0F 0|6- -

.1EXI Energy Indu*try Identification $ystem (E!!$) codes are identified in the text as (XX)

C. AlnREMLCAMSLQLHEN1 (con't)

to dismiss the possibility that the rscent stroking of the isolation HOVs in the $1 recirculation
line caused the increase flow, the 2A SI pump was rerun after stroking 2H0V-$18813 and again after
stroking 2H0V-$18814. Both pump runs showed 29.5 gpm at the flow indicator and 35 psig at the sample
point.

As a result of the investigation, the apparent cause of the low recirculation flow in the Unit 2 $1
pumps was a restriction in the $1 recirculation line, downstream of the flow indicator 2FI-$104 It was
roncluded that the restriction was ditledged or eliminated frem the recirculation line dur'ng the
investigation as evidenced by the sudden decrease in pressure while the 2A $1 pump was e;,erating.

.

D. $AFETY ANAL 1$1LQLiyIH1

Upon declaring both Unit 2 $1 pumps inoperable, the unit was brought to the Hot Shutdown Condition
(Hode 3) within the four hours allowed by Tech Spec 3.8.2.0. Within twenty three hours of declaring the
pumps inoperalile, both the 2A and the 28 SI pumps were returned to the operable condition. During the
twenty three huurs of inoperability, there was no condition which required the operation of the $1 pumps.

In discussions with the engineering representatives of pacific Pump Corporation, the operation of
t'e pump at a recirculation flow nf 24 gpm is acceptable for a cumulative duration of 10 hours. Beyond
the ten hour span, a modest degradation of internal clearances begins to occur in the pump and the
effect upon the hydraulic performance is imperceptible in their opinion. The duration of time that the
$t pumps were run at a reduced recirculation flow was well within the 10 hour time span.

A request was made to the Nuclear Engineering Department (NED) to evaluate the ef fects of this
degraded $t putp recirculation flow. NED determined that the $1 pumps are only required to operate in
the recirculation phase during monthly testing and during an accident that initiates a Safety injection
with the Reactor Coolant system pressure greater than 1500 psig. The conclusion was that the ten hours
of allowed pump operation, at a pump recirculation flow of 24 gpm, was sufficient to bound any of the
aforementioned scenarios.

E. CORRECTIVLA(TIQR$

The initial corrective action was to bring the unit to the Hot Shutdown Condition as required per
Tech Spec 3.8.2.0. A review of the pT-2A data (temperature, sibration, suction pressure, and discharge
pressure) for both pumps rm ied no abnormalities. The data indicated both pumps were cgcrating within
17. of their respective manufacturer pump curves. Further investigation found Indicaticn of a probable
restriction in the recirculation line. During the investigation, the restriction was either dislodged
or eliminated and the pumps were returned to normal operation. PT-2A was performed with repeatable
results and the pumps were declared operable.
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FACILITY NAML (1). DOCKET HVHDER (2) LER NUMBER (6) J page (3)
Sequential / Revision

//j/j/j/j/j/
Year

f'
// Number- // Number

,,

0 |0 015 0F 0|6 -0|0|1'2 ion Unit 2 0|5|0|0|0|3|0|4 9|1 --

TLXi - Energy Industry identification System (tilS) codes are identified in the text as (XX)
i

E. GERLC.TIVE ACT10M1 (con't) -

A review of the recirculation line piping design showed that a purtion of the piping, ,

2SIl01-2"-AA-R, had a design pressure of 150 psig. The effect of overpressurlaing-this portion to 400-
.psig was evaluated by the original. Architecture Engineer and the Nuclear Engineering Department. The
specific portion of-piping was specified to be Schedule 40S. ASTH A312 Grade 304. The Maximum Allowable
Working Pressure for-this piping is 1952 psig and, therefore, the piping was not overstressed during-the-
400 psig event.

In an ef fort to locate any material that may have dislodged f rom-the recirculation line
restriction, radiog aphy and visual inspections were performed. Radiography Testing (RT) was performed
on several lines which penetrate the bottom of the RWST and are in the vicinity of the area below where i

the recirculation line penetrates the top of the RWST. These lines are the RWST standpipe penetration,.
- the Residual Heat Removai (RHR) suction line penetration, and the RHR recirculation line penetration.
In addition, an RT was performed of the. piping where the $1 recirculation line connects with the borte
acid blender line to identify any boric acid accumulation. No radiograph showed evidence of debris. |.

A remotely operated video submarine device was used to-visually inspect the RWST. This resulted in
finding approximately forty three items-of various debris, including welding rod, baling wire, nalls,
snd copper wire. A major accumulation of this debris was located in the area directly below the
retirculation line penetration in the top of the RWST. All items were removed from the tank except for
one piece of wire approximately five to six. inches in length. This wire was located over the edge of
the RW$T standpipe penetration. During the attempt to remove the wire, it fell into the standpipe. The
safety significance of this wire is negligible since no flow exists in the standpipe and any flow
created by Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) pun.p suctions would not be capable of dislodging it from
the standpipe, in addition, small particles, apprcximately 1/16 of an inch in otameter, of boric acid
were found in the bottom the tank. These particles were lef t because they pose no harm to the ECCS
pumps ' The source of the recirculation line restriction could not be positively linked to any of the'

-debris found in the tank. The Unit 1 RWST will be similarly visually inspected prior-to coming out of
cold shutdown following the' current outage. i

Several adelnistrative precautions are now in place to prevent 'oreign material intrusion.Into the ?

RWST and any of the ECCS trains. These precautions include ensuring.that the RWST cover is in place and '

sealed. Prior to removing the cover to allow access, a temporary alteration or procedure must be used
to: document controls necessary to ensure no foreign material enters the RWST. Cleanliness inspections

: are oerformed during maintenance activities on all ECCS trains prior to closure. These precautions will
~ ansure that no foreign materisi is inadvertantly admitted into the ECCS System including the RWST.

A leakage test was performed on two manual isolation valves. IVC 8432 and IVC 8434, with no
significant leakage identified.- These valves are located downstream of 6.he boric acid blender for
1solatin0 flow to the SI recirculation line and were considered a possibie source of boric acid blockage
had they leaked.

'The final corrective action is a commitment to operate both Unit 2 SI pumps per pT-2A on a weekly
; basis'for a period of one month. This will verify acceptable recirculattun flow, pump vibrations,
bearing temperatures, and proper pump curve operation. In addition, the pressure in the SI pump
recirculation line will be monitored during these tests. Unit 2 has been in Power Operation (Mode 1)
since 01/11/91. PT-2A has been performed three times with acceptable results that are consistent with
historical data. The pressure in the recirculation line has also been consistent with that of
unrestricted ~ pipe flow as shown during the recent investigation,

i

l
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) Text CONTINUAi!ON form Rev 2.0'

TACIL!iY NAME (1) DOCKET NVHDER (2) LER NUMDER (6) Fage (3)'

Year /// Sequentiai // Revision
,/,/,/j, j// Number // Number

Zion Unit 2 0|5|0|0|0|3|0|4 9|1 0|0|1 0 |0 0|6 0F - 0|6- -

i[XT Energy industry !ientification System (E!!S) codes te identified 1n the text as (XX]
~

F. ER,IEIOUS EYLtt[1

11/05/90 - DVR 22.2-90-126 on the Unit 2 Safety injection pump is considered a precursor to this
event, the root cause is still being investigated under a supplemental report that is
expected to be submitted on 02/28/91.

03/29/90 - Unit I A Safety Injection pump, recirculation flow indicated 25 gpm. .ailure attributed to
inaccurate reading of flow gauge.

G. (QMPONENT FAILVRL_DAla

None.

.

s
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' *

DVR # 2.?,.-3..cf /, .pp /
^

)l(Lost generation 'O Reactor trip a NRC violation, level

O Cost t $25,000 0 ESF actuation kGSEPevent,classU6
*

0 Hazard or Spill E(NRC reportable %TechSpecLCO

OPersonnelinjury %LER 0 PSE 0 Potential or '9ture loss
SALP functional aret MA

COMPONENT
TYPE FAILURE H00E DEPAR'rMENT

N IU 5 l MiM ilx l/ I
_.

X l | | | | |
_

X l l l I | |

LICENSED) LEVEL DEPT TYPE DETAIL CODE

A 1 |

A l I l

A I | |

TYPF DETAIL COOR DEPAR"NENT

B l l l

B l | |

8 I I I
-

TYPE DETAIL CODE

C | | |

TYPE OF DETAIL PROC.
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0 l I ,

D I I
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